Introduction
One of the most debated topics over the past decade in the field of eye movements during reading is whether or not semantic information can be obtained from an upcoming word while still fixating a prior word (see Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2013; Rayner, 1998 Rayner, , 2009 Schotter et al., 2012 for reviews) . The debate centers on cases when a target word is not skipped; when it is skipped, it can be reasonably assumed that it had been sufficiently identified prior to fixation (Drieghe, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2005; Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981; Rayner & Well, 1996) . Throughout this debate researchers have used various tasks and languages to examine whether readers can obtain such information.
The results of these studies have come to different conclusions: some claim positive evidence while others claim negative evidence. Some studies that have been used as evidence in the debate have not investigated the task of silent reading (e.g., ''reading'' lists of words, Dimigen, Kliegl, & Sommer, 2012) and, because the nature of the task is different from that of silent reading, will not be considered here. The perspective in the present paper is not to provide yet another piece of evidence to weigh on one side or another, but rather to attempt to reconcile various studies showing different results. I first discuss past studies on semantic preview benefit and develop a conceptual framework in which to reconcile them. A prediction of this framework was tested in two experiments showing that semantic preview benefit may be observed in English, but only if the preview and target are very similar in meaning-i.e., are synonyms of each other.
To test what information about upcoming words readers can access and use while reading, researchers use the gaze-contingent boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975) . In this paradigm, a preview word is changed to a target word during the saccade to it (see Experiment 1 Method; Fig. 1 ). Reading time measures on the target are compared between various related preview conditions and an unrelated control condition. Faster processing in a related condition compared to the unrelated condition suggests preview benefit-that information was obtained from the preview word parafoveally and used to facilitate processing of the target. The evidence is clear that orthographically (e.g., Balota, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1985; Drieghe et al., 2005; Johnson, Perea, & Rayner, 2007; McConkie & Zola, 1979; Rayner, 1975) and phonologically related previews (e.g. Ashby & Rayner, 2004; Miellet & Sparrow, 2004; Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, & Rayner, 1992; Pollatsek, Tan, & Rayner, 2000) provide preview benefit, while preview benefits from other relationships (e.g., morphologically or semantically related previews) have mixed evidence and may depend on the language being considered (see Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2013; Rayner, 1998 Rayner, , 2009 Schotter et al., 2012 for reviews) . Preview benefit is defined as facilitated processing of a target word (e.g., beer) when the reader had access to a related preview word/nonword (e.g., an orthographically similar letter string, becn) in that location compared to an unrelated preview condition (e.g., rope; Rayner, Balota, & Pollatsek, 1986) . Rayner et al. did not find preview benefit for semantically related previews (e.g., wine, see below). Semantic preview benefit is one of a few effects that researchers believe distinguishes the two most prominent models of eye movement control in reading: E-Z Reader (Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, & Rayner, 1998; Reichle, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2006; Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003; Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009 ) and SWIFT (Engbert, Longtin, & Kliegl, 2002; Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005; Schad & Engbert, 2012) . Because of this, the presence of semantic preview benefit is of particular interest to the field.
Because, according to SWIFT, attention is allocated to multiple words in parallel (distributed as a gradient related to distance from fixation location) it is believed that semantic pre-activation of words naturally falls out of the model. In contrast, because attention is allocated serially in E-Z Reader, it is thought that the model is unable to account for lexical (and consequently, semantic) preprocessing of the upcoming word. However, according to the model, there is nothing barring lexical preprocessing of the upcoming word; it is just very unlikely, given that attention is only allocated to the upcoming word during a brief amount of time, after the current word has been identified but before the saccade to the upcoming word has been triggered. The robustly observed orthographic and phonological preview benefits reported throughout the literature are due to these features of words being processed parafoveally quickly during that brief attention shift. Thus, in E-Z Reader, if the preview duration is longer more time would allow for semantic pre-processing.
Semantic preview benefit likely arises because of a mechanism similar to that thought to cause semantic priming (e.g., spreading activation throughout a semantic network; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Quillian, 1967 ; but see Hutchinson, 2003; Lucas, 2000; and Neely, 1991 for reviews with other accounts, as well). Semantic priming is the finding that subjects respond faster to target words (generally presented in isolation) when a prime word (that was presented in its location briefly before the target) was semantically related to the target compared to when the prime was unrelated (see Neely, 1991) . Semantic priming is generally assessed within a lexical decision task (where the response to the target is a decision about whether the target letter string is or is not a word), a naming task (where the response to the target is pronunciation of the word aloud) or a categorization task (where the response to the target is a decision about whether it belongs in a certain category (e.g., ''animals'')). In general in all of these tasks, subjects are facilitated by semantically related primes (as well as orthographically and/or phonologically related primes). In essence, semantic priming is generally accepted as being due to the prime providing a head-start on processing the target (e.g., Balota, Yap, Cortese, & Watson, 2008; Voss, Rothermund, Gast, & Wentura, 2013) .
However, there are important differences between semantic priming and preview benefit; most notably, the fact that target words in sentences benefit from the sentence context putting constraints on (and making it easier to process) the meaning and syntactic class of the word (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) . Furthermore, parafoveal preview allows for access to the visual form of the word before it is fixated (see Schotter et al., 2012) . Regardless of which Fig. 1 . Example sentences used in the experiments. Asterisks represent the location of the word being fixated. The first three lines represent the sentence during preview (i.e., before the display change) in the three conditions presented in both experiments, the fourth line represents the sentence during the preview in the semantically related condition (presented in Experiment 2 only), and the last line represents the sentence after the display change for all conditions in both experiments. For clarity, preview and target words are represented in boldface in the figure (but were presented normally in the experiments). model of reading or semantic priming one considers, it is possible that semantic preview benefit would not be observed if activation from the preview has only a brief amount of time to provide a head-start on processing. Consequently, if activation does not need to spread as far in the network, semantic preview benefit might be more likely to be observed even with brief preview durations. While spreading activation is one account for semantic priming, an alternative explanation could be based on semantic features being activated (see Hutchinson, 2003; Lucas, 2000; Neely, 1991) . Under this account, as well, semantic preview benefit would be more likely to be observed when the preview and target are more similar (i.e., when they share more features).
Researchers have accounted for the lack of evidence for semantic preview benefit in English (e.g., Rayner et al., 1986 ; see also Altarriba, Kambe, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2001) by suggesting that lexical and semantic representations are activated after (likely as a consequence of) orthographic and phonological information and there is simply not enough time during parafoveal preview for information to feed up to semantics. Support for this idea comes from studies showing that orthographic preview benefit is larger when the pretarget word is high frequency (i.e., requires less processing to identify; Henderson & Ferreira, 1990; Kennison & Clifton, 1995) , allowing for more preprocessing of the upcoming word prior to fixation, and consequently more preview benefit. Importantly, this should be a larger issue in a language like English than in other languages because of its deep orthography (i.e., there is an inconsistent connection between letters and sounds) and accessing phonological representations may be more effortful than in other languages. As a consequence, there may be less opportunity in English to observe semantic preview benefit, but languages with shallower orthographies may have a greater opportunity to produce semantic preview benefit (because semantic information would have a greater likelihood of being activated, either by activation spreading further in the network or by semantic features becoming more activated) even with only brief preview durations. In fact, a language (German) that does show evidence for semantic preview benefit does have a shallower orthography than English (Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2013; Hohenstein, Laubrock, & Kliegl, 2010) . Relatedly, semantic preview benefit has also been reported in Chinese (Yan, Richter, Shu, & Kliegl, 2009; Yang, Wang, Tong, & Rayner, 2010) , which more directly represents semantics without necessarily requiring phonological mediation (Hoosain, 1991) . For a more detailed account, see the General Discussion.
One of the problems complicating the study of semantic preview benefit (and semantic priming, in general) is the fact that there are many possible ways in which words can be related in meaning. In fact, a review by Hutchinson (2003) identified 14 different types of relationships observed in association norm databases. Because these categories represent a whole range of types of relationships (e.g., perceptual property-canary-yellow, phrasal associates-baby-boy, supraordinate category-dog-animal, antonyms-hot-cold, etc.), it is likely that combining all (or many) of them in an experiment will obscure different and nuanced effects that vary between the different types. The seminal semantic preview benefit study (Rayner et al., 1986) did, in fact, investigate this to a small extent. Rayner et al.'s (1986) overall data showed no semantic preview benefit. In a post hoc analysis, they compared the magnitude of the preview benefit for semantically related previews that altered the meaning of the sentence (measured by a norming procedure) compared to all sentences. They found the same pattern of data, regardless of whether the preview constituted a change in the meaning of the sentence. However, even words that were not rated to have significantly changed the meaning of the sentence may have actually changed the meaning of the sentence to enough of a degree that semantic preview benefit may have been eliminated.
For this reason, it is necessary to assess the degree to which previews that are semantically related, and do not change the meaning of the sentence, provide preview benefit. For instance, synonyms (words with the same or very similar meaning; e.g., curlers-rollers) may show a different type of preview benefit than purely related items (e.g., curlers-styling). Because synonyms share the same meaning, in a reading task in which the goal of the cognitive-linguistic processing system is to access word meanings, they may actually provide preview benefit even though the various semantic relationships tested in previous studies in English did not.
Given this, an argument could be made that translation equivalents-words that have the same meaning across two languages (e.g., strong in English and fuerte in Spanish) should provide substantial preview benefit to proficient bilinguals because they should not significantly alter the meaning of the sentence. However, a study by Altarriba et al. (2001) found that words such as these, which are non-cognates (i.e., only share meaning, and not orthography or phonology, e.g., strong-fuerte) did not provide any preview benefit compared to an unrelated word, but those that shared meaning, phonology and orthography (cognates, e.g., cream-crema) and those that only shared orthography and phonology but not meaning (pseudocognates, e.g., grass-grasa) did. Altarriba et al. explained this by proposing that preview benefit is based on parafoveal processing of orthographic and phonological information, but not semantic information; alternatively, as suggested above, when orthographic and phonological information changes between preview and target any semantic information that had been obtained is discarded. However, because these words were only semantically related across languages, it is possible that Altarriba et al. failed to find a semantic preview benefit because information obtained from the preview may have not spread quickly enough to their other lexicon (i.e., Spanish) after reading words exclusively in one language (i.e., English).
Given the evidence reviewed above, it is possible that when a preview and a target are dissimilar enough that information obtained from the preview parafoveally will either not have time to become activated or will be discarded and word identification on the target will start again, from scratch (see Altarriba et al., 2001; Schotter et al., 2012) . However, if there is enough shared information between the preview and target to facilitate process-ing of the target, parafoveally obtained preview information may be retained and used to identify the target. This account makes two specific predictions about whether preview benefit will be observed and the relative magnitude of preview benefits in different conditions. First, the more levels of representation that are shared between preview and target, the larger the preview benefit should be. Prior research demonstrates that phonological preview benefit is larger when both orthography and phonology are shared between preview and target compared to when only one representation is shared (e.g., Miellet & Sparrow, 2004) and preview benefit is observed for bilinguals reading cognates (words that share orthographic/phonological and semantic representations across languages), but not noncognate translations (words that only share semantic representations across languages; Altarriba et al., 2001) . Second, and most importantly for the current experiments, the greater degree of similarity between preview and target within a level of representation (e.g., orthography, phonology, semantics), the larger the observed preview benefit should be. In fact, prior research has demonstrated that the degree of orthographic similarity is positively related to the magnitude of orthographic preview benefit (e.g., Miellet & Sparrow, 2004; Pollatsek et al., 1992) . Given these two predictions, one would expect that (1) synonyms should provide preview benefit while other semantic relationships (i.e., semantic associates) should not and (2) preview benefit should be positively related to the similarity in meaning between preview and target.
To test these predictions, two experiments examined the presence and magnitude of semantic preview benefit during reading. To test for semantic preview benefit, both experiments utilized the gaze-contingent boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975 ) and compared reading time measures on the target between various related preview conditions: (1) identical (e.g., curlers-curlers), (2) synonym (e.g., rollers-curlers), (3) semantically related (e.g., styling-curlers in Experiment 2 only), and (4) an unrelated control condition (e.g., suffice-curlers).
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Experiment 1
Method Subjects. Thirty-six undergraduates at the University of California San Diego participated in the experiment for course credit. All subjects were native English speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
Apparatus. Eye movements were recorded with an SR Research Ltd. Eyelink 1000 eye tracker (with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz) in a tower setup that restrains head movements with forehead and chin rests. Viewing was binocular, but only the movements of the right eye were recorded. Subjects were seated approximately 60 cm away from an Iiyama Vision Master Pro 454 CRT monitor with a screen resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 150 Hz. The sentences were presented in the center of the screen with black Courier New 14-point font on a white background and were always presented in one line of text with 3.8 characters subtending 1°of visual angle. Following calibration, eye position errors were (maximally) less than 0.3°. The display change was completed, on average, within 4 ms (range = 0-7 ms) of the tracker detecting a saccade crossing the boundary.
Materials and design. Stimuli consisted of 123 target words that were paired with one synonym and one unrelated item to create the three preview conditions: identical (curlers -curlers), synonym (rollers -curlers), and unrelated (suffice -curlers; see Table 1 , Appendix A). Each target item was presented in a sentence context that was designed to be neutral and not predict either the target or either of the previews (all cloze scores < .05; see normative data section, below). The target word was always preceded and followed by a minimum of three words. The target and all previews were matched on length (number of letters), ranging from 3 to 10 letters (mean = 5.61). The synonym and unrelated previews were matched with each other on word shape (e.g., ascenders and descenders) and number of initial letters shared with the target (M synonym-target = 0.09, SE = .03, M unrelated-target = 0.09, SE = .03). Number of initial letters shared with the target was calculated by counting the number of letters, starting with the leftmost letter, shared between the preview and target (e.g., for rollers-curlers this number would be 0, for drab-dull this number would be 1). In addition to the lexical characteristics, a series of norming experiments assessed the degree to which the target and previews were (1) predictable in the sentence context, (2) related in meaning, and (3) changed the meaning of the sentence. Lastly, the previews were coded for whether or not they were anomalous in the sentence context (see Results and Discussion section of Experiment 2, below).
Normative data. Fifteen UCSD students, who did not participate in the reading experiment, participated in a cloze norming task to evaluate the predictability of the target and preview words. This norming task revealed that the sentences were very neutral, with (on average) the target only being produced 2% of the time, the synonym being produced 5% of the time and the unrelated word being produced 0% of the time.
A separate set of thirty UCSD students participated in a semantic relatedness judgment task to evaluate the degree to which each of the previews were similar in meaning to the target (on a 1-9 point rating scale). This norming task revealed that the target and synonym were rated as very similar in meaning (M = 7.5) whereas the unrelated preview was very different in meaning (M = 2.4).
To assess the degree to which replacing the target with a preview changed the meaning of the sentence, an additional norming task was conducted with yet another set 1 It must be noted that expectations about what word will appear next in the sentence may affect how the encountered word is processed (Hale, 2001; Levy 2008; Roland, Yun, Koenig, & Mauner, 2012) . Mainly, words that are semantically similar to the expected word are processed more easily than those that are dissimilar. However, the purpose of the present experiments is to test for semantic preview benefit-whether semantic information can be obtained from the word itself, in the absence of support from context. For this reason, all sentences were created to have very low cloze probabilities for all target and preview words so that any preview benefit observed is attributable to parafoveal preprocessing, rather than similarity between the preview and the expected word.
of thirty UCSD students. Subjects were given one sentence fragment (including the beginning of the sentences up to, and including, the target) and a second fragment where the target was replaced by one of the previews, and asked to judge how much the meaning of the sentence fragments differed (on a 1-9 point rating scale).
2 This norming task revealed results quite similar to the relatedness judgments of the isolated words. The sentence fragments that changed from target to synonym were rated as very similar (M = 7.2), whereas the sentence fragments with the unrelated preview were rated as very different (M = 1.9).
Procedure. Subjects were instructed to read the sentences for comprehension and to respond to occasional comprehension questions, pressing the left or right trigger on the response controller to answer yes or no, respectively. At the start of the experiment (and during the experiment if calibration error was greater than .3 degrees of visual angle), the eye-tracker was calibrated with a 3-point calibration scheme. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects received five practice trials, each with a comprehension question, to allow them to become comfortable with the experimental procedure.
Each trial began with a fixation point in the center of the screen, which the subject was required to fixate until the experimenter started the trial. Then a fixation box appeared on the left side of the screen, located at the start of the sentence. Once a fixation was detected in this box, it disappeared and the sentence appeared. The sentence was presented on the screen until the subject pressed a button signaling they had completed reading the sentence. The target replaced the preview once the subject's gaze crossed an invisible boundary located before the space before the target (see Fig. 1 ). Subjects were instructed to look at a target sticker on the right side of the monitor beside the screen when they finished reading to prevent them from looking back to a word (in particular, the target, which was often located in the center of the sentence, near the location of the fixation point that started the next trial) as they pressed the button. Comprehension questions followed 30 (41%) of the sentences, requiring a ''yes'' or ''no'' response. The experimental session lasted approximately thirty minutes.
Results and discussion
Comprehension accuracy was very high (on average 96%). Fixations shorter than 80 ms within one character of a previous or subsequent fixation were combined. All remaining fixations shorter than 80 ms were eliminated. Trials in which there was a blink or track loss on the target word or on an immediately adjacent word during first pass reading were excluded, as were trials in which the display change was triggered by a saccade that landed to the left of the boundary or trials in which the display change was completed late. These data exclusions left 3637 trials (82% of the original data) available for analysis. Additionally, for each measure, durations that were beyond 3 standard deviations from each subject's mean were excluded.
Data were analyzed using inferential statistics based on generalized linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) with preview entered as a fixed effect with planned contrasts (see below) and subjects and items as crossed random effects (see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) , using the maximal random effects structure (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) .
3 There were two planned contrasts built into the model: the first tested for a difference between the identical condition and the unrelated condition (i.e., an identical preview benefit) and the second tested for a difference between the synonym and the unrelated condition (i.e., a synonym preview benefit). These contrasts were achieved by setting the unrelated condition to the baseline (intercept) in the model and using the default contrasts for the comparisons of each of the other conditions to the unrelated condition. In order to fit the LMMs, the lmer function from the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2011) was used within the R Environment for Statistical Computing (R Development Core Team, 2012). For fixation duration measures, linear mixed-effects regressions were used, and regression coefficients (b), which estimate the effect size (in milliseconds) of the reported comparison, and the t-value of the effect coefficient are reported. For binary dependent variables (fixation probability data), logistic mixed-effects regression were used, and regression coefficients (b), which represent effect size in log-odds space, and the z value and p value of the effect coefficient are reported. Absolute values of the t and z statistics greater than or equal to 1.96 indicate an effect that is significant at approximately the .05 alpha level.
Eye movement measures. To assess the degree to which semantic information was obtained from the target words parafoveally, standard local reading time measures (see Rayner, 1998 Rayner, , 2009 Schotter et al., 2012) on the target word across conditions were compared: first fixation duration (the duration of the first fixation on the word, regardless of how many fixations are made), single fixation duration (the duration of a fixation on a word when it is the only fixation on that word in first pass reading), gaze duration (the sum of all fixations on a word prior to leaving it, in any direction), total viewing time (the sum of all fixations on a word, including regressions) and go past time (the sum of all fixations on a word and any words to the left of it before going past it to the right). The fixation probability measures reported are fixation probability (the probability of making a fixation on the target during first pass reading), regressions out of the target (probability of making a regression out of the target, to a word to the left of it) and regressions into the target (probability of making a regression into the target from one of the words to its right). Note that, because of the display change, readers never fixated the preview (i.e., the target was present upon fixation in all conditions) and the only access they had to the preview was parafoveally. Thus, any differences across conditions are due to the information readers had obtained from the preview prior to fixating it and the facilitation that information provided to processing the target during fixation on it. There were no differences across condition for gaze duration on the pretarget word (all ts < .45), indicating no parafoveal-on-foveal effects (effects of the subsequent word affecting reading time on the currently fixated word); pretarget gaze durations were 234 ms, 231 ms, and 233 ms in the identical, synonym, and unrelated conditions, respectively. Means and standard errors (aggregated by subject) for local reading time measures on the target word are reported in Table 2 .
Fixation duration measures. Results of the LMMs for fixation duration measures are reported in Table 3 . Across all measures there was a significant preview benefit in the identical condition; reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was identical, than when it was unrelated (FFD: b = 12.51, t = 3.05; SFD: b = 18.23, t = 3.72; GZD: b = 21.75, t = 4.22; TVT: b = 39.90, t = 5.32, Go-Past: b = 31.50, t = 3.84). Similarly, there was a significant preview benefit in the synonym condition: reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was a synonym of the target than when it was unrelated (FFD: b = 14.84, t = 3.61; SFD: b = 17.81, t = 3.63; GZD: b = 16.63, t = 3.10; TVT: b = 27.19, t = 3.14, Go-Past: b = 29.54, t = 3.28). These results suggest that semantic information can be extracted from the parafovea and used to facilitate processing of the target, once it is fixated (see General discussion).
Fixation probability measures. Results of the LMMs on fixation probability measures are reported in Table 4 . There was no effect of preview condition on the probability of fixating the target: both the difference between the identical and unrelated conditions and the difference between the synonym and unrelated conditions were not significant (both ps > .65). For regressions, the difference between the identical and unrelated conditions was significant, with lower probabilities in the identical condition for both regressions into the target (z = 4.16, p < .001) and regressions out of the target (z = 4.14, p < .001) whereas the difference between the synonym and unrelated conditions was not significant for regressions into the target (z < 1) but was marginally significant (a lower probability in the synonym condition) for regressions out of the target (z = 1.71, p = .09).
Taken together, these results suggest that semantic information can be obtained from an upcoming word during silent reading and, if that semantic information is similar enough to that of the target (i.e., if preview and target are synonyms) the information will be used to facilitate processing of the target. Note that the orthographic similarity between the synonym preview and target and the unrelated preview and target was well-matched and very low (on average almost no similar letters) so that a perceptually-based account of these data is unlikely.
Experiment 2
To further test the predictions laid out in the introduction, a second experiment was conducted using the boundary paradigm to test for semantic preview benefit. This experiment contained the same sentences and conditions as Experiment 1, but also included a semantically related (but not synonymous) condition (e.g., styling-curlers). This experiment is important to (1) replicate the finding of preview benefit provided by synonyms from Experiment 1 and (2) replicate the finding of a lack of preview benefit for semantically related, but not synonymous words (Rayner et al., 1986) . This experiment directly tests whether the reason why semantic preview benefit was observed in Experiment 1, here, but not by Rayner et al. (1986) is due to the degree of semantic similarity between preview and target. That is, many of their semantically related previews changed the meaning of the sentence (as do many of the semantically related previews in Experiment 2) while synonyms do not. Thus, we should not see preview benefit from the semantically related previews in Experiment 2, but we should still see preview benefit from the synonym previews.
Method
The method was identical to that of Experiment 1 with the following exceptions.
Subjects. Forty undergraduates at the University of California San Diego participated in the experiment for course credit. None of them participated in any of the other experiments and were chosen using the same inclusion criteria as Experiment 1.
Materials and design. Stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except for the inclusion of an additional condition-semantically related but not synonymous words-which were matched in length to the target (see Table 1 and Appendix). Because of the requirement to match the semantically related preview to the target in terms of length, finding related words in a database (e.g., the South Florida norms) proved too difficult. Rather, these items were selected by the experimenter and confirmed via norming (see below). In the cloze norming task (see Experiment 1 Method), the semantically related word was never produced (cloze probability = 0%). In the relatedness norming procedure to test for similarity in meaning between the preview and target, the semantically related words were rated as related to the target (M = 5.6 on a 9 point scale), but not as related as the synonyms were (M = 7.5). Additionally, in the norming procedure to test for similarity in meaning of the sentence when the preview was replaced by the target, these items were somewhat similar in meaning to the fragment with the target (M = 4.9), but not as similar as the fragment with the synonym (M = 7.2).
Results and discussion
Comprehension accuracy was very high (on average 97%). The same data processing procedure used in Experiment 1 was used in Experiment 2. These data exclusions left 4048 trials (82% of the original data) available for analysis. The same analysis procedure used in Experiment 1 was used in Experiment 2, with an additional planned contrast (semantically related vs. unrelated) entered into the models. Means and standard errors (aggregated by subject) of local reading measures on the target are presented in Table 5. There were no differences across condition for gaze duration on the pretarget word (all ts < 1.28), indicating no parafoveal-on-foveal effects (pretarget gaze durations were 241 ms, 243 ms, 244 ms, and 238 ms in the identical, synonym, semantically related, and unrelated conditions, respectively).
Fixation duration measures. Results of the LMMs on fixation duration measures are reported in Table 6 . Across all measures there was a significant preview benefit such that reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was identical than when it was unre- Table 4 Results of the linear mixed effects regression model for fixation probability measures on the target across condition in Experiment 1. Preview benefit refers to the difference in processing between the unrelated condition and either the identical or synonym, separately. Significant effects are indicated by boldface. lated (FFD: b = 11.15, t = 3.07; SFD: b = 14.93, t = 3.46; GZD: b = 16.35, t = 3.03; TVT: b = 24.36, t = 2.77, Go-Past: b = 27.66, t = 3.51). There was a significant preview benefit in the synonym condition; reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was a synonym of the target than when it was unrelated in all measures (SFD: b = 9.78, t = 2.61; GZD: b = 9.46, t = 2.06; Go-Past: b = 21.23, t = 2.44) except first fixation duration, where it was marginal (b = 6.18, t = 1.89) and total viewing time (b = 5.66, t < 1). 4 Importantly, none of the measures showed a significant preview benefit in the semantically related condition (all ts < 1.4).
Fixation probability measures. Results of the LMMs on fixation probability measures are reported in Table 7 . Only the synonym preview condition significantly differed from the unrelated condition, with a lower probability of fixating the target in the synonym condition (z = 3.27, p < .005), likely because the synonym had slightly higher cloze probability (.05) than the other conditions (0 for the unrelated and semantically related and .02 for the identical condition). Neither the identical nor the semantically related condition were significantly different from the unrelated condition (both ps > .23) in terms of fixation probability. For the probability of making regressions into the target, the difference between the identical and unrelated conditions was significant, with a lower probability of regressing into the target in the identical condition (z = 4.22, p < .001) but neither the difference between the synonym nor the semantically related condition and unrelated condition were significant (both ps > .78). For regressions out of the target, all three preview contrast were significant, indicating that subjects were less likely to make a regression from the target to prior words in the text when the preview was identical to (z = 1.99, p < .05), a synonym of (z = 2.17, p < .05) or semantically related to the target (z = 2.61, p < .01) than when it was unrelated.
Taken together these data replicate the lack of semantic preview benefit reported by Rayner et al. (1986) using semantically related items that do not share the same meaning with the target. Importantly, these data contrast with the finding (replicated across two experiments in this study) that synonyms do provide semantic preview benefit. These results suggest that semantic information can be extracted from the parafovea and used to facilitate processing of the target, once it is fixated, but only if the meaning of the word does not change between preview and target.
Does similarity in meaning drive semantic preview benefit in English?
The planned contrasts between conditions suggest that synonyms provide semantic preview benefit but that semantic associates do not. The results of the norming procedure reveal that the previews in these conditions lead to different degrees of similarity to the meaning of the sentence when replaced by the target (7.2, 4.9, and 1.9 for the synonym, semantically related and unrelated previews on a 9-point scale, respectively). Thus, to more directly test this hypothesis, follow-up analyses were conducted using the normative data results as a continuous predictor in the LMMs (see Tables 8, 9 ). Because the identical condition represents a case in which the preview and target are the same, relatedness norming data were not collected and reading time data for this condition were not used. Thus, the following analyses were only conducted on the synonym, semantically related and unrelated preview conditions and the estimated effects are likely to be smaller than they would be if the identical condition were included (because the identical condition exhibited the fastest reading times and including these data points in the regression would have made the fit line steeper).
These analyses reveal that the degree to which the meaning changes (10 minus the mean rating from the norming procedure in which subjects rated how similar the meaning is) between preview and target is positively related to all fixation duration measures (FFD: b = 1.32, t = 2.29; SFD: b = 1.91, t = 2.82; GZD: b = 1.64, t = 1.98; Go-Past: b = 3.95, t = 3.58) except total time (t < 1). There were also significant effects on the probability of fixating the target (fixation was more likely when the preview was more different in meaning from the target; z = 2.34, p < .05), and the probability of making a regression out of the target (regressions were more likely when the preview was more different in meaning from the target; z = 3.53, p < .005), but not the probability of making a regression into the target (p = .59). These data suggest that the difference between synonyms providing preview benefit and semantically related but not synonymous words not providing benefit may be due to the fact that synonyms preserve the meaning of the sentence while other semantically related words do not (see Fig. 2 ).
Obviously, because the different preview conditions represent different points along the continuous predictor, the analysis in which only the continuous predictor is entered may capture variance in reading times that actually represents differences across condition. Because of collinearity, when both predictors (the continuous predictor and the coded contrasts used in the previous analyses) are entered into a model, the model cannot decide to which it should attribute the effect, and thus neither yield significant effects (and the model with both predictors does not significantly improve the model's fit to the data above either the model with just the continuous predictor or the condition contrasts). Thus, while these data are not conclusive on the issue, they suggest that degree of change in meaning between preview and target may be what is driving the differences we see across conditions. Additionally, it is possible that the inflated reading times on the target in the semantically related and unrelated conditions were due to items that were anomalous, given the preceding sentence context. To test this, the items in these conditions were coded by the author (with binary predictors) for (1) whether they were semantically anomalous in the sentence context (i.e., whether the meaning of the word was strange-17% of the semantically related previews and 70% of the unrelated previews) and (2) whether Table 7 Results of the linear mixed effects regression model for fixation probability measures on the target across condition in Experiment 2. Preview benefit refers to the difference in processing between the unrelated condition and either the identical, synonym or semantically related, separately. Significant effects are indicated by boldface. Table 8 Results of the linear mixed effects models for reading time measures on the target as a function of degree to which the meaning of the sentence fragment changes between preview and target in Experiment 2 (excluding items from the identical condition). Significant effects are indicated by boldface. they were syntactically anomalous in the sentence context (i.e., whether their part of speech (e.g., noun, verb, adjective, etc.) or number (singular vs. plural) was not allowed by the preceding context-13% of the semantically related previews and 40% of the unrelated previews; Table 1 ). First, note that there was always a substantially higher proportion of anomalous items (for either measure) in the unrelated condition than the semantically related condition. But the fact that we do not see any differences between these two conditions in the reading time measures (except for regressions out-see also further analyses, below) suggests that this variable is not what is driving the lack of preview benefit for the semantically related condition. Furthermore, to test this possibility, these variables were used as predictors in LMMs for each of the reading measures for the semantically related and unrelated conditions only (because there was no variability in the identical or synonym conditions because neither were anomalous). Neither of these predictors significantly affected reading times on the target except for in go-past time where reading times were longer when the preview was semantically anomalous (M SEM = 326, M UR = 329) than not semantically anomalous (M SEM = 322, M UR = 312: b = 16.92, t = 2.19). There was also an effect of syntactic anomaly on go-past times, with longer reading times when the preview was syntactically anomalous (M SEM = 343, M UR = 342) than not syntactically anomalous (M SEM = 313, M UR = 314: b = 31.31, t = 2.94). Similarly, there were effects of anomaly on the probability of making a regression out of the target with higher probabilities when the preview was semantically anomalous (M SEM = .17, M UR = .17) than when it was not semantically anomalous (M SEM = .14, M UR = .13: z = 3.38, p < .001) and higher probabilities when it was syntactically anomalous (M SEM = .22, M UR = .20) than when it was not syntactically anomalous (M SEM = .12, M UR = .13: z = 2.97, p < .005).
5 None of the above effects differed across preview conditions (all interactions < 1).
Importantly, none of these effects on the other early reading time measures were significant (all ts < 1.41). Because the only measures to demonstrate this effect (go-past time and regressions out) are generally assumed to reflect later, integrative processing (see also the effect of semantic anomaly on the N400 component (see Kutas & Federmeier, 2011 for a review) and the effect of syntactic anomaly on the P600 component (e.g., Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992) in the EEG signal), it is unlikely that anomalousness is driving the presence or lack of semantic preview benefit seen in first pass measures, which reflect word identification, rather than integration (Rayner, 1998 (Rayner, , 2009 Schotter et al., 2012) . In fact, this lack of an effect of anomaly on early reading measures fits nicely with other data showing that readers will skip high frequency words like ''the'' (Angele & Rayner, 2013) even when that word is syntactically anomalous in the sentence context. Angele and Rayner (2013) showed that readers will skip the word ''the'' (when it is a syntactically anomalous preview for the target verb ''ace'' in the sentence ''She was sure she would the/ace all the tests.'') approximately 50% of the time-as frequently as they skip ''the'' when it is in a syntactically appropriate location. In their study, there were also strong effects on go-past time on the post-target word, which is similar to the effect in go-past time on the target in the present study (since it is rarely skipped).
General discussion
In two experiments using the gaze-contingent boundary paradigm, preview benefit was observed for previews that were synonymous with the target (Experiments 1 and 2) but not for previews that were semantically related to the target, but not synonymous (Experiment 2; see also Rayner et al., 1986) . Further analyses revealed that reading times on the target were influenced by the degree to which the preview significantly changed the meaning of the sentence; previews that were similar in meaning produced faster reading on the target than previews that were different. Returning to the prior literature on semantic preview benefit discussed in 
Change in Meaning (1−9 r ating scale) Gaze duration on Target (ms) Fig. 2 . Linear trend for the relationship between the degree to which the sentence changes meaning when the preview is replaced by the target (results of a norming study) and gaze duration on the target in Experiment 2. Linear fit was calculated without the identical condition. Data points and error bars represent the means and standard errors for each preview condition (mean gaze duration and mean norming score) and are plotted for reference (i.e., were not used in fitting the LMM or the regression line in the figure) . the introduction, it becomes apparent that semantic preview benefit is possible, but is not ubiquitous, and may depend on the right conditions to support it. I discuss each of these influences, in turn.
First, it is clear that attentional resources must be available for preview benefit to be robust. Henderson and Ferreira (1990; Kennison & Clifton, 1995) demonstrated that preview benefit is modulated by foveal load-preview benefit is larger when the pre-target word is easier to process (e.g., high frequency) than when it is more difficult. This finding is not controversial and can be accounted for by both the models of eye movements during reading mentioned in the introduction. SWIFT accounts for this effect by modulating the breadth of the zoom lens of attention such that more difficult words narrow the distribution of attention to focus on few words (or even just the fixated word) and easier words allow attention to be distributed over more words (Schad & Engbert, 2012) . E-Z Reader accounts for this effect in that more difficult words are identified more slowly, leading to less time between the completion of word identification and the execution of the saccade, which constitutes the duration of preview benefit (White, Rayner, & Liversedge, 2005) . As mentioned in the introduction, there are differences across languages in terms of whether semantic preview benefit is observed, and depth of orthography (for German, or a more direct connection between orthography and semantics for Chinese) may be a potential source for these cross language differences. This hypothesis relates to the above idea that attention modulates preview benefit, since a language with a deeper orthography (e.g., English) might require more resources to be allocated to phonological decoding, allowing for fewer resources to be allocated to pre-processing the upcoming word. The influence of foveal processing on preview benefit of the upcoming word is clear. But are there properties of the upcoming word that might make semantic preview benefit more or less possible?
Prior research has revealed that phonological preview benefit is modulated by the orthographic similarity between the preview and target: phonological preview benefit is larger when orthography is more similar (e.g., beach-beech) than when it is less similar (e.g., shootchute; Miellet & Sparrow, 2004; Pollatsek et al., 1992) . Thus it may be reasonable to assume that orthographic properties of words would have an effect on semantic preview benefit, as well. Comparisons between existing studies across different languages (with different orthographic properties) help to demonstrate this point. Prior to the present study, semantic preview benefit has been observed for German (Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2013; Hohenstein et al., 2010) , a shallower orthography than English, which may lead to faster foveal word identification and consequently more parafoveal preview benefit.
6 Furthermore studies using Chinese have also observed semantic preview benefit (Yan et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010) . Semantic preview benefit might be more likely in Chinese because of the density of the script-there are no spaces between words and words are generally one or two characters long, leading to a higher probability that the upcoming word lies within the fovea and can be processed in the higher acuity foveal region than target words in English studies. Additionally, rather than the orthography representing phonology (as in alphabetic languages), Chinese more directly represents semantics (via semantic radicals), potentially leading to a higher likelihood of semantic access, which would explain the semantic preview benefit. These orthographic influences on semantic preview benefit are not yet accounted for by either SWIFT or E-Z Reader and pose interesting avenues for future research.
The above account suggests that semantic preview benefit should not be (or is very unlikely to be) observed in English. However, the present study demonstrates that semantic preview can be observed in English when the preview and target are synonyms, and the degree to which the preview facilitates target processing may be related to how much the meaning changes between the two versions of the sentence. Taken together, these data and data from the prior literature suggest that preview benefit in English is a sensitive effect. If the preview represents a meaning that is identical or close to the target, this speeds processing of the target once it is fixated. Once meaning is sufficiently different, semantic preview benefit is not observed. However, the studies demonstrating semantic preview benefit in German and Chinese did not use exclusively synonyms, suggesting that this is not a necessary condition. Rather, it may be that the orthographic properties of these languages, mentioned above, make word processing efficient enough that there is more time for semantic information to spread throughout the network (or semantic features to become more activated), leading to semantic preview benefit for even non-synonymous previews. In English, however, orthographic and phonological processing may be sufficiently slow that there is not enough time for spreading activation in a semantic network to activate semantic associates. Synonyms may either be stored together or have stronger connections to the target than other semantic relationships in the network and thus provide semantic preview benefit.
In summary, the present experiments and the prior literature suggest that semantic preview benefit is possiblereaders may be able to obtain meaning-based information from upcoming words before they move their eyes to it (in fact, this is the reason why readers skip words; Drieghe et al., 2005; Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981; Rayner & Well, 1996) . However, there are certain circumstances (e.g., when foveal processing load is high, depth of orthography interferes with rapid preprocessing of the upcoming word, or when the meaning changes too drastically between preview and target) that work against preview benefit, making semantic information either not accessible or causing semantic information to be discarded.
The results reported here suggest that, in English, semantic information can be obtained from the upcoming word before it is fixated, but such information only 6 This account might suggest that people would be faster readers overall in German than in English (because the shallow orthography would lead to faster processing; Seidenberg, 2011) . However, testing this would be quite difficult because reading speed is greatly influenced by proficiency in the language and amount of experience (practice) reading, as well as properties of the language such as word length and syntactic complexity, which might not be able to be carefully controlled and these other cross-language differences may trade-off with the benefits of a shallow orthography.
facilitates target processing if the preview and target are synonyms. Whether these effects are better accounted for by failure to activate semantic information parafoveally or by parafoveally obtained information being discarded after the target is encountered is still an open question. Furthermore, the sentences used in the present study were created to not constrain the meaning of the target or preview (cloze probabilities for the target and preview words were 0-5%). This design feature was chosen so that any preview benefit observed could be attributed to parafoveal pre-processing, rather than facilitated processing from semantic similarity between the expected word and the encountered word (see Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; Roland et al., 2012) . It will be interesting to see whether the effects observed in the present study change when the sentence constrains the meaning and the target word (and consequently synonym) is more expected.
Stimuli used in the experiments. Target words (identical previews) are presented in boldface (not in boldface in the experiments). Columns to the right represent the synonym, semantically related and unrelated previews. painting panorama pounding Nadine goes to the gym because she wants to look lean in a swimsuit at the beach. thin slim kiss The chemist did not realize the reaction could arise without a spark. occur start seven Sheldon could not hear their answers over the loud music. replies opinion replace Julie watched the birds flock together in the sky. group bunch going Frank always sits in the exact middle of the classroom. center corner member In the morning Jessica tallied up all of the sales from last weekend. counted rounded existed Andrew enjoyed the interesting tome he borrowed from the library. book read fact In the pond a frog leaped across a lily pad and landed on a log. jumped hopped gospel
